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About This Game

Follow the daily struggle of Hitoshi, a young medical doctor, who returns to work after a serious accident only to find out that
things are no longer the way they used to be.
Humor, drama and supernatural events ensue.

Oh, and there's also romance in the air...

Get to know your coworkers and solve the dark mystery of Lovefield General!

GAME FEATURES:

male protagonist

5 female love interests

6 different endings

5+ hours of gameplay
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> NOTE: If you own SHENZHEN I\/O, you don't need to purchase SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE! After solving a few puzzles in
SHENZHEN I\/O, a link to a full version of SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE will be placed on your in-game desktop for you to play.

SHUT UP AND TAKE MY MONEY.. Really fun game, highly recommend it. Teaches You to think logically, and All levels
are possible to do.. This game has great potential, they should Stick to having Survival as their main base of operation.
Differently could use more cartable. There should be less PVP and More Survival, Unlike Unturned The zombies come to you,
rather than you coming to them, which is a great feature! Also, the fact that they started out with Unreal instead of Unity was a
great choice. They are off to a pretty good start. Keep it up. Also, if the team is looking for someone who can give good dark
ambience, Hit me up. I’d love to compose some tracks when it’s midnight or Full moon <3
PS. There needs to be stone and metal upgrades, they are very simple to code, your buildings will last longer ^_^
. Really good game plagued by crashes and developer abandonment. I haven't played in 7 months and have the same crashes as
before.. What a great little platform game! You can see how much I've enjoyed by my playing time! It's very easy to pick up and
play and lose a few hours! Graphics and sound are suitably atmospheric and it runs well altogether. It's fun trying to find all the
coins and there is the urge once finishing to play through again on hard or to get more achievements (some are a bit of a grind
though). It has cute little trading cards too which are impulsive to attain.

There are a few negative points:
can become very repetitive on one sitting
some glitching on movable boxes
some areas not unlocking meaning you have to restart the level
further on things such as moving ledges can be very annoying due to being out of sync
The 3 "bosses" are the same and almost impossible to kill the last on Hard setting
2 of the achievements seem to be broken

However if you like cutesy, straightforward fun, you could do lot worse than pick this up.. Played this game in Alpha, in Beta at
PAX, in Open Beta on Steam, and I bought it as soon as it came out.
It's been an instant classic, and brings back the sorely-missed 'couch game' - I've spent hours playing this with my friends!
Can't wait to see where this game goes next.

EDIT: It went nowhere. I'm sorely disappointed in the lack of updates. In fact, when my friends and I play it, we play the Alpha
version. I just want to be able to play the Beta version online. At this time, I can't recommend buying the game.. This really
gives you the sense you are a performer on stage at a ballet. It's beautiful and fully engaging. Check out my full review here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ogSLtCryqik
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Copy and pasted from hundreds of minecraft looking games. Nothing new, unoriginal, and bad optimized.. Step 1: *Buys
Game*
Step 2: *Loads Game In*
Step 3: *Starts Pla- HOLY\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665THAT GUY'S HEAD JUST GOT BLOWN OFF*

11\/10
best PTSD simulator. If you can\u2019t get friends together for a game night this one is for you. With about three hundred
games (around two and a half if you don\u2019t count strange indie projects, but still) I have enough variety for months of game
nights! Can\u2019t wait! 10\/10. While not terrible, I can't really recommend this - other games do what this is trying to do,
better. You can play First Person Tennis for a better tennis experience, and you can play Eleven or Paddle Up for a better ping
pong experience.

I didn't try the multiplayer.. With a short download speed, free price tag, and a good enough story, this game will do you good
enough to waste some time if you're looking for something to do.
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